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France Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Updated annually, MICHELIN National Map France High Resistance will
give you an overall picture of your journey thanks to its clear and accurate mapping scale 1/1,000,000. Our
map will help you easily plan your safe and enjoyable journey in thanks to a comprehensive key, a complete
name index as well a clever distance & time chart. Michelin's driving information will help you navigate
safely in all circumstances. Durable this map will resist time and usage thanks to its tear and water-proof

paper perfect for motorbiking. In addition, MICHELIN National Maps are cross-referenced with the famous
MICHELIN Green Guide highlighting destinations worth stopping for! With MICHELIN National Maps, find
more than just your way!MICHELIN National Maps High Resistance feature: - Up-to-date mapping - A scale
adapted to the size of the country - A clear and comprehensive key - Distance and time chart - Place name

index
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